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Cancun, Mexico
   
Turquoise and hot pink
 
Roses and lilies
  
Kami Brown, Marie Brown,
and Stephanie Olivo

Dustin Adams, Andrew Brown, Robert
Gammon, Riley Pena, and Troy Pena
 
“Walking down the aisle as all eyes
were on me, but I only saw my future
husband waiting at the altar smiling, as
I heard the beautiful sound of the waves
with the most gorgeous background.”

Cancun, Mexico
   
Funever Photos
 
“Marry Me” by Train
   
$8,000

Zachary and Leslie held
their destination wedding
in Cancun, Mexico
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The bridesmaids’
hot pink dresses
coordinated
beautifully with
the tropical
location
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Ashton Gardens in Spring, TX
   
Charcoal and red
 
Roses, tulips, and calla lilies
  
Kristin Brown, Devon Corley, Amy
King, Sommer Pharr, Katie Radcliffe,
and Amber Sepaugh

Damion Fremin, Darius Fremin,
Donovan Fremin, Terence Gorton, Ray
Jones, and Andrew Lee
 
“Listening to the toasts from the maid
of honor, best man, and my dad. They
were funny and touching.”
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“We were prepared to come into a
particular song. Apparently, there was a
mix-up with the DJ, and we came into
a different song we had never heard.
We were planning to dance down the
staircase, but we were so surprised by
the song, we weren’t able to.”

Kauai, Hawaii
   
The Best of Times Fine Photography
 
“Falling in Love With You” by Elvis
  
$25,000

The bride carried a vintagestyle brooch bouquet
The Fremins cut
into their delicious
three-tiered
wedding cake
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Safari Texas Ranch in Richmond, TX
   
Malibu and chocolate
 
Aster, mums, orchids, daisies, and
alstroemeria
  
Katie Budaus, Brittany Gale, Crispin
Gale, Monica Maza, Heather Rodriguez,
and Blair Taylor
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Jason Brotherton, Charlie Gertson,
Mike Herrmann, Jeff Johnson, Andy
Siems, and Lenny Watkins
 
“Dancing down the aisle as husband
and wife to ‘Celebration’ by Kool and
the Gang.”

San Antonio, TX
   
Anything But Typical Photography
 
“Next to Heaven” by Aaron Watson
   
$20,000

Brian Stone, from
Kingsland Baptist Church,
served as the officiant
Lori’s bridal party had
a great time wearing
cowboy boots with
their dresses
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Holy Rosary Catholic Church in Houston, TX
   
fifty-two-twenty-six elm in Houston, TX
   
Black and red pastels
 
Peonies and carnations
  
Kelley Cummins, Callie Hatcherson, Erin Mai,
and Alicia Welch

Drew Gustafson, Jonathan Leake, Adam Porter,
and Mike Simmons
 
“Sharing dinner together in a room with just the
two of us – it was the first moment we had after
we were married to enjoy each other’s presence as
husband and wife. Plus, we were starving!”
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“We lost my wedding band! My groom’s mother
was so kind, and allowed us to borrow her own
wedding band, which hasn’t been taken off her
hand since she was wed almost 30 years ago.
Luckily we found it in the getaway bag.”

Kauai, Hawaii
   
Ryan Price Photography
 
“Heartbreak World” by Matt Nathanson

The Mais are grateful for the loving
support of their friends and family

  
$25,000
Julie and Stefan
met while they
were both
attending Texas
A&M University
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Brookwood Community in Brookshire, TX
   
Yellow and grey
 
Roses, lilies, and hydrangea
  
Nicole Lambert, Kiki Montejo, and
Michelle Montejo

Tim Griffin, Jason Lagunas, and Neil Nesmith
 
“Seeing the man of my dreams standing at the
end of the aisle and sharing that first look. Plus
the pretty crazy air guitar solo with my brotherin-law to Journey at the reception.”
  
“Trying to keep the ring bearer happy! We
later found out he had strep throat sick babies are not fun.”
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Ashley’s bouquet was done
by Carmen’s Floral Designs
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Guanacaste, Costa Rica
   
N. Cole Photography
 
“You are the Best Thing” by Ray LaMontagne

Ashley and Sherman
left their reception in
a spray of bubbles

